
  

  

Abstract— Multi-evaporator vapor compression systems 
(ME-VCSs) are becoming widely used to meet the cooling needs 
for multiple thermal loads via a single system.  As the number 
of evaporators increases, the size of these systems can make a 
centralized control approach impractical and computationally 
expensive; thus, motivating a decentralized control design.  
Linear gray-box modeling techniques show that ME-VCSs have 
a distinct underlying structure between the actuators and 
dynamic states known as a block arrow structure (BAS).  This 
structure captures the high degree of coupling found in ME-
VCSs, which can lead to poor decentralized control 
performance.  This paper presents a partially decentralized 
model predictive control strategy which directly considers the 
coupling in the system when making control decisions by 
exploiting the BAS.  The gray-box modeling approach and the 
decentralized nature of this BAS control strategy prove 
scalable to n-evaporator systems.  Through simulated case 
studies, it is shown that this BAS control strategy can 
approximate the performance of a centralized control approach 
for ME-VCSs while significantly reducing computational costs. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Multi-evaporator vapor compression systems (ME-VCSs) 
are becoming widely used to meet a large variety of air 
conditioning and refrigeration needs due to their higher 
efficiency compared to conventional systems [1].  ME-VCSs 
provide the ability to handle the multiple thermal loads in 
buildings [1], supermarkets [2], data centers [3], and aircraft 
[4] using a single system.  For each of these application 
areas, the performance and efficiency of the ME-VCS is 
critical.  With ME-VCSs, potentially having over 30 
evaporators in a single system, the large scale and spatially 
distributed nature may make a centralized control approach 
impractical due to excessive communication and 
computational costs.  However, the highly coupled dynamics 
of ME-VCSs can significantly degrade the performance of a 
decentralized control approach.  Thus, there is a need for a 
scalable control strategy which explicitly considers the 
coupling in the system when making control decisions. 

Additionally, ME-VCSs often have continuously variable 
actuators for the compressor speed, expansion valve 
apertures, and heat exchanger fan speeds, providing a great 
amount of flexibility in the operation of these systems.  With 
this flexibility, there are many ways to operate the system 
while providing the desired system performance, however, 
the resulting system efficiency can be significantly different.  
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Therefore, control strategies for these systems need to not 
only meet performance demands but do so in an efficient 
manner. 

While numerous research efforts have focused on the 
modeling and control of single evaporator VCSs, 
significantly less research has focused on multi-evaporator 
systems.  Due to the high degree of coupling between 
evaporators, the majority of ME-VCS control research 
utilizes Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) control 
strategies, relying on a linear model of the system to make 
control decisions.  Thus, the first challenge to controlling 
ME-VCSs is developing an appropriate linear model.  Most 
of the previous work has used black-box models developed 
using traditional data-driven system identification 
techniques.  Unfortunately, black-box modeling techniques 
suffer from several disadvantages, the most important of 
which is the fact that they are not scalable (with respect to 
the number of evaporators in the system) since the identified 
model is specific to the system configuration at the time data 
is gathered.  Section II presents the results of a gray-box 
modeling approach (based on the fluid dynamic modeling 
effort from [5] and the work presented in [6]) for both the 
fluid and thermal dynamics of an n -evaporator ME-VCS. 

Once an appropriate linear model is identified, the second 
challenge is to design a control architecture which is scalable 
to ME-VCSs with a large number of evaporators.  Several 
control strategies have been proposed in the literature for 
dual- and triple-evaporator ME-VCSs.  Model-based 
cascaded control approaches for dual- and triple-evaporator 
systems are presented in [7] and [8], which take advantage 
of the timescale separation between the refrigerant thermal 
dynamics and the room air thermal dynamics.  A linear-
quadratic regulator (LQR) approach is used to control a 
dual-evaporator system in [9] and is one of the few efforts in 
which the model used for control came from the 
linearization of a nonlinear model of the system as opposed 
to a black-box approach.  A decentralized hierarchical 
control approach for a dual-evaporator system is developed 
in [10], where a higher level MPC controller determines 
optimal set points for evaporator cooling capacity and 
pressure and lower level MPC controllers are used to reach 
these set points while maintaining superheat.  While these 
control approaches have been demonstrated for dual- and 
triple-evaporator system, a scalable control architecture for 
arbitrarily large ME-VCSs is still needed.  Section III 
describes the multiple objectives to be satisfied when 
controlling these systems and Section IV highlights the 
potential difficulties associated with a purely decentralized 
approach.  To overcome these difficulties and to improve 
control performance, a class of systems having a distinct 
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block arrow structure (BAS) is introduced in Section V.  A 
partially decentralized control architecture is proposed in 
Section VI and evaluated in Section VII. This control 
approach explicitly considers the structure of coupling 
between the states and inputs of a ME-VCS identified by the 
gray-box modeling effort in Section II. 

II. SYSTEM MODELING 

Fig. 1 shows a schematic of an n -evaporator ME-VCS.  
The system consists of a single compressor and condenser 
along with n  electronic expansion valves (EEVs) and n  
evaporators.  For a system with n  evaporators, there are 

2 2n +  actuators; n  valve apertures { }, 1,...,v ia i n∀ ∈ , n  

evaporator fan speeds { }, 1,...,f i i nω ∀ ∈ , a single 

compressor speed kω , and a single condenser fan speed 

.fcω   It is assumed that each actuator { }1,..., 2 2ju j n∀ ∈ +  

can be continuously controlled between some lower and 
upper bounds, min, ju  and max, ju .  Note that for this work it is 

assumed that heat is transferred between refrigerant and air 
and for each evaporator there is a room or space of fixed 
thermal capacitance and an average air temperature  

{ }, 1,...,a iT i n∀ ∈ .  For alternative system configurations the 

following ideas can be modified accordingly. 
In [6], a gray-box modeling approach is used where an 

electrical circuit analogy sufficiently simplifies the fluid and 
thermal dynamics for an n -evaporator ME-VCS into linear, 
dynamic subsystem representations.  For space 
considerations, the details of this modeling approach will not 
be presented here.  However, the main result of the gray-box 
modeling approach is the development of a scalable linear 
model which captures the structure of the dominant dynamic 
relationships between the states and inputs of the system.  
Using the nomenclature in Table 1, the dynamics for the 
compressor and condenser are represented by  

 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0
1 1

: ,
n n

i i i i
i i

x A x A x B u B u V d
= =

= + + + +∑ ∑S ɺ  (1) 

where 0

T

c q rqx P P T =   , , ,

T

i i w i a ix P T T =   , 

0 k fcu ω ω =   , , ,

T

i v i f iu a ω =   , and [ ]0 acd T= .  The 

dynamics for the thi  evaporator are represented by 

 0 0 0 0: ,i i ii i i ii i i ii ix A x A x B u B u V d= + + + +S ɺ   (2) 

where ,i L id Q =  
ɺ .  The relationship between the parameters 

of the electrical circuit and the values of the A  and B  
matrices above can be found in Chapter 7 of [6].    By 
combining these subsystem representations, the complete n -
evaporator system can be represented by  

 : ,x Ax Bu Vd= + +S ɺ   (3) 

where [ ]1 0

T

nx x x x= … , [ ]1 0

T

nu u u u= … , and 

[ ]1 0

T

nd d d d= …  are the state, control, and  

 

Figure 1.  Schematic of n-evaporator VCS. 

TABLE 1.   ME-VCS NOTATION 

n   # of evaporators 

,v ia   EEV aperture 

,f iω   Evaporator fan speed 

kω   Compressor fan speed 

fcω   Condenser fan speed 

cP   Condenser pressure 

qP   Junction pressure 

rqT   Junction temperature 

iP   thi  evaporator pressure 

,w iT   thi  evaporator wall temperature 

,a iT   thi  room air temperature 

acT   Ambient air temperature 

,L iQɺ   thi  thermal load 

,aw iQɺ   thi  cooling capacity 

 
disturbance vectors for the entire ME-VCS.  We have 

( )3 1nx +∈ℝ , ( )2 1nu +∈ℝ , and 1nd +∈ℝ  with the A , B , and V  
matrices of the appropriate sizes written as   
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  (4) 

 [ ]11 00 .nnV diag V V V= …   (5) 

Note that the states and inputs of each evaporator 
subsystem are completely decoupled and are only indirectly 
coupled via the states and inputs of the compressor and 
condenser subsystem 0S .  This structure is known as a 

block arrow structure (BAS) which will be further discussed 
in Section V. 

III. CONTROL OBJECTIVES 

Prior to discussing the importance of the BAS, it is 
necessary to define the several control objectives for ME-
VCSs.  The primary purpose of a ME-VCS is to provide 

cooling capacities ,aw iQɺ  to offset the thermal loads ,L iQɺ  in 

each room or zone being cooled by the system.  In doing so, 
the ME-VCS can regulate the air temperatures ,a iT  for each 
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room to the desired values ,a ir .  An additional objective is 

typically placed on the VCS pertaining to the superheat of 
the system.  In a single-evaporator VCS, superheat, denoted 
here as SHT , is the difference between the temperature of the 

refrigerant exiting the evaporator ,e outT  and the evaporation 

(or saturation) temperature of the refrigerant in the 
evaporator ,sateT , which is based on the evaporator pressure 

eP .  Thus, superheat for a VCS is defined as 

 , , .
e

SH e out e sat P
T T T= −   (6) 

A non-zero superheat is desired to prevent liquid 
refrigerant from entering the compressor.  However, for ME-
VCSs, directly controlling the cooling capacity and 
superheat of each evaporator may be challenging, especially 
if a decentralized control approach is used [11].  
Furthermore, the state of the refrigerant entering the 
compressor is of interest, not the state of the refrigerant 
exiting the evaporator.  For single evaporator systems the 
state of the refrigerant is typically very similar at these two 
locations, but for a ME-VCS this may not be the case due to 
the mixing of refrigerant in the junction downstream of the 
evaporators.  The superheat of the refrigerant exiting the 
junction ,SH qT  defined as 

 , , ,
q

SH q rq rq sat rq qP
T T T T Pα= − ≈ −   (7) 

where rqT  is the junction temperature and ,rq satT  is the 

junction saturation temperature, which is based on the 
junction pressure qP , and α  is a coefficient from the 

linearization of the relationship between ,rq satT  and qP .   

By only regulating ,SH qT  to a desired value SHr , the 

evaporators have additional freedom.  Now it is possible for 
an evaporator to lose superheat but due to the superheat of 
the other evaporators, the junction superheat can remain 
non-zero.  This additional freedom helps prevent the fighting 
behavior seen in [11].  However, when relaxing the 
regulation of the individual evaporator superheats, actuator 
power consumption needs to be directly considered.  The 
compressor, condenser fan, and the n  evaporator fans all 

consume power denoted as kWɺ , fcWɺ , and ,f iWɺ , respectively.  

Minimizing evaporator fan power prevents excessive 
evaporator superheat.  Therefore, the efficiency objective is 
to minimize total power consumption for the system,  

 ,1
.

n

sys k fc f ii
W W W W

=
= + +∑ɺ ɺ ɺ ɺ   (8) 

The resulting cost function to be minimized while 
controlling a ME-VCS is 

 ( ) ( )22

1 , , 2 , 3
1

,
n

a i a i SH q SH sys
i

J T r T r Wλ λ λ
=

= − + − +∑ ɺ   (9) 

where 1λ , 2λ , and 3λ  are weighting terms. 

IV. PURELY DECENTRALIZED CONTROL 

A typical decentralized control strategy for ME-VCS 
would ignore the coupling terms 0iA , 0iA , 0iB , and 0iB  in 

(1) and (2) when making control decisions.  Thus, the 
decentralized subsystem representation  

 0 0 00 0 00 0 00 0 ,: x A x B u V d= + +S ɺ  (10) 

is used by the model-based controller to regulate ,SH qT  and 

 ,:i i ii i ii i ii ix A x B u V d= + +S ɺ   (11) 

is used by the corresponding n  controllers to regulate ,a iT .  

Actuator power could be minimized by each controller 
individually, but the ignored coupling between actuators 
would prevent achieving a Pareto optimal solution.  In [6], it 
was shown that, for the given operating conditions and 
identified linear model, this form of decentralized control 
cannot utilize integral feedback to stabilize the system in the 
presence of unknown disturbances.  Due to the high degree 
of coupling in the system, the parity of the steady-state gain 
relating kω  and fcω  to ,SH qT  differs for the centralized and 

decentralized models.  While the centralized model 
accurately captures the behavior of the system, the 
significant inaccuracy of the decentralized model causes the 
system to go unstable when using integral feedback.  Note, 
that while this identified system cannot be controlled in a 
purely decentralized manner, this is not to say that 
decentralized control will never work for ME-VCSs.  
Alternative model formulations and operating conditions 
may allow for decentralized control with integral action, as 
shown in [11].  However, it is clear that a significant portion 
of the system dynamics is lost when using the decentralized 
models in (10) and (11).  The following sections present a 
partially decentralized model and control framework which 
directly includes the coupling terms between subsystems. 

V. BLOCK ARROW STRUCTURE 

BAS systems consist of n  subsystems iS , where 

{ }1,2,...,i n∈ =N , interconnected through a single 

common subsystem 0S .  Fig. 2 visually shows the structure 

of these systems where each subsystem iS  has a 

bidirectional interaction with 0S  but no interaction with 

subsystem jS  where ,i j ∈N  and j i≠ .  As seen from (1) 

and (2), the linear ME-VCS model from Section II exhibits 
the BAS, where 0S  contains the states and inputs for the 

compressor and condenser and iS  contains the states and 

inputs for the EEVs and evaporators.   
The majority of BAS research has focused on the 

exploitation of the structure for parallel computing purposes 
[12] [13].  However, there have been several efforts to 
utilize the structure of BAS systems in the development of 
control strategies for these systems.  Most of this work has 
come from [14] [15] [16], where a linear-quadratic regulator 
(LQR) approach is used to develop a static feedback control 
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law which preserves the BAS form.  In [15], it is found that 
the development of a BAS control law can be decomposed 
into the solution of multiple smaller independent algebraic 
Riccati equations.  In addition to the reduction in size of 
each of these Riccati equations, the fact that these equations 
can be solved independently allows for the use of parallel 
processing, which further reduces computational time when 
compared to a centralized approach.  It was found that the 
BAS approach provided a desirable compromise between 
centralized and completely decentralized control strategies 
by combining the low computational complexity of 
decentralized control with the high performance of 
centralized control.  The controllability and stability of BAS 
systems using the proposed BAS static feedback control law 
are analyzed in [14] and [16]. 

The other set of research related to the control of BAS 
systems comes from [17] [18], where a linear matrix 
inequality (LMI) approach is used to determine the BAS 
feedback gain.  In [17], a graph-theoretic decomposition 
method is presented which allows any sparse system matrix 
to be reordered into a nested BAS form.  Both [17] and [18] 
use an LMI approach to develop output feedback control 
gains for nested BAS systems. 

The previous literature has shown that a BAS control 
approach can provide a significant improvement in control 
performance when compared to decentralized control.  
However, the previous approaches, using LQR and LMI 
methods to design static feedback control laws, may not 
meet some of the practical needs of industrial applications.  
Examples of these needs include the ability to directly 
consider state, output, or actuator saturation and to predict 
the future state of the system.  Therefore, this paper extends 
the notions of BAS control design to a model predictive 
control (MPC) framework which allows for direct 
consideration of state, output, and actuator saturation as well 
as increased flexibility in the control design. 

VI. BAS CONTROL ARCHITECTURE 

The BAS control approach directly utilizes the distinct 
structure of BAS systems.  Fig. 3 shows a schematic of the 
BAS control architecture.  The BAS approach has n  
controllers corresponding to the n  subsystems iS .  Based on 

the system (3), n  new BAS subsystems, denoted with a 
prime, are defined as 

 0 0

0 0 00 0 0 00 0

: ,i ii i i ii i i
i

i i

x A A x B B u

x A A x B B u

         ′ = +         
         

S
ɺ

ɺɶ ɶ ɶ
  (12) 

Each of these BAS subsystems includes one of the 
original iS  subsystems and the common 0S  subsystem.  

Thus, knowledge of the subsystem interconnections 0iA , 

0 ,iA  0iB , and 0iB  is included in the BAS subsystem models 

and available to each BAS controller.  Using state 
information ix  and 0x  and the corresponding BAS 

subsystem model, each controller makes control decisions 
for the actuator inputs iu  of the subsystem iS  and 0u  of the 

subsystem 0S .  Note that the states and inputs  

 
Figure 2.  Subsystem interaction diagram for BAS systems. 
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Figure 3.  BAS control architecture. 

corresponding to 0S  are denoted with a tilde.  With this 

MPC framework, the tilde is used to highlight the fact that 
each of the n  controllers may predict a unique set of future 
values for 0x  and may determine different control inputs 

0 .u   This means that there are n  sets of control signals 0uɶ  

for the subsystem 0S .  Thus, the control decisions 0uɶ  need 

to be combined into a single set of control inputs 0u .  For 

this work, the n  input signals 0uɶ  are averaged to produce 

0u , written as 

 0 0
1

1
.

n

i

u u
n =

= ∑ ɶ   (13) 

Note that any convex combination of 0uɶ  could be used to 

generate 0u  and future work will attempt to optimize this 

combination to achieve even greater performance. 
With the knowledge of how the iS  and 0S  subsystems 

interact, the BAS controller does not suffer from the same 
stability issues that may arise from the decentralized 
approach and can be designed to be significantly more 
aggressive.  From the construction of the BAS controller, 
state and input information only need to be passed between 
the common subsystem 0S  and each subsystem iS .  There is 

no need to pass information among subsystems iS , allowing 

this architecture to scale to systems where n  is large. 
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While the details of the centralized and BAS MPC control 
problem formulations can be found in [6], the basic 
objective of each of the n  BAS MPC controllers is to find a 
sequence of iu  and 0uɶ  control inputs to minimize  

 
( ) ( )

( )

22

1 , , 2 ,

1
3 ,

,
pN

a i a i SH q SH

i
j

k fc f i

T r T r
J

W W W

λ λ

λ=

 − + −
 =
 + + + 

∑
ɺ ɺ ɺ

  (14) 

where pN  is the prediction horizon, subject to (12) such that 

{ }min, max, 1,..., 2 2j j ju u u j n≤ ≤ ∀ ∈ + .  For the following 

section, a sample time of 10 seconds is used with a control 
horizon of 15 steps and a prediction horizon of 60 steps.  For 
comparison purposes, the centralized MPC controller 
minimizes  

 
( ) ( )
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22
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1
3 ,

,
p

n
N

a i a i SH q SHi

j
k fc f i

T r T r
J

W W W

λ λ

λ
=

=

 − + −
 =
 + + + 

∑
∑

ɺ ɺ ɺ
  (15) 

subject to (3) where the coefficients 1 2 3, ,λ λ λ  are the same 

as for the BAS controllers. 

VII. CONTROLLER PERFORMANCE 

For this paper, a simulated 5-evaporator ME-VCS is used 
in place of an experimental system.  While experimental 
work is of interest and will be the focus of future work, the 
simulated system used for the following modeling and 
control efforts captures a wide-range of system dynamics 
and features found in the physical systems.  The ME-VCS is 
modeled and simulated using the AFRL (Air Force Research 
Laboratory) Transient Thermal Modeling and Optimization 
(ATTMO) toolbox [4], which is based on the Thermosys 
toolbox [19] from the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign (UIUC). 

Fig. 4 shows the disturbances ,L iQ  and acT  over the 80 

minute simulation.  Note that this 80 minute scenario took 
only 2.5 minutes in real-time to simulate, including the 
computation time for the MPC controllers, thus highlighting 
one of the many benefits of the ATTMO modeling 
framework.  These disturbances are roughly 10 – 20% 
deviations from the nominal conditions and were designed to 
sufficiently test the performance of the control architectures 
while remaining simple enough as to highlight the 
performance of the controllers.  These disturbances to the 
system are unknown to the MPC controllers since the 
thermal load in a room is typically unknown.  Note that for 
simplicity subsystems 3

′S , 4
′S , and 5

′S  have the same 

disturbances and, thus, the results for these subsystems will 
be presented together.  Figs. 5 and 6 show the responses in 
air temperature aiT  and junction superheat ,SH qT , which 

represent the performance objectives for both the centralized 
and BAS control architectures.  Both architectures are able 
to track the desired room temperatures very accurately.  The 
BAS approach performs slightly better than the centralized 
at tracking the desired superheat.  
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Figure 4.  System thermal load and ambient temperature disturbances. 
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Figure 5.  Air temperature regulation under centralized and BAS control. 
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Figure 6.  Junction superheat regulation under centralized and BAS control. 
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Figure 7.  Total power consumption under centralized and BAS control. 

As seen in Fig. 7, the centralized and BAS strategies 
result in very similar system efficiencies.  In fact, the BAS 
strategy is able to meet the performance objectives using less 
power than the centralize approach for a large portion of the 
simulation.  It is expected that both the differences in 
superheat control and system power are due to the unknown 
disturbances as well as the nonlinearity in the system which 
is not captured by the linear models used for MPC.  The 
decentralized nature of the BAS approach may be more 
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robust to these disturbances and nonlinearity than the 
centralized approach.  More importantly though is the fact 
that both control approaches provide significant 
improvement in the efficiency of the system.  When the 
controllers are activated 8 minutes into the simulation, the 
total system power decreases 23% prior to the first 
disturbance at 20 minutes.  Each control architecture is able 
to find a better combination of actuator inputs which reduces 
the total system power, while still meeting the performance 
objectives.  Note that due to the disturbances and the more 
optimal operating condition, many of the actuators deviate 
significantly from their nominal values.  Despite this 
deviation and the known nonlinearity of VCSs, the linear 
models used for MPC are able to provide acceptable control 
performance and significant efficiency improvements.  

While the BAS and centralized control approaches 
performed very similarly as seen in Figs. 5-7, the BAS 
control approach is significantly more scalable with respect 
to the number of evaporators.  For the 5-evaporator system 
example, the maximum computation times for the 
centralized and BAS controllers are 0.87 and 0.30 seconds 
and the average times are 0.35 and 0.18 seconds.  This 
difference in computation time drastically increases with the 
number of subsystems.  For the BAS approach, as n  
increases, the size of each optimization problem stays the 
same, there are simply more of them.  Therefore, the 
computation costs for the BAS approach grows linearly with 
n .  Alternatively, for a centralized approach, the single 
optimization problem becomes much larger as n  increases 
which drastically increases the computation cost.  Fig. 8 
shows how the computation time for a single sample time 
grows as a function of n  for the BAS and centralized 
control approaches.  When 30n = , the BAS approach 
requires less than 1% of the centralized computation time.   

VIII. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents a scalable partially decentralized 
model predictive control strategy for multi-evaporator vapor 
compression systems.  Through a gray-box modeling 
approach, a linear n -evaporator dynamics system model 
was shown to have a block arrow structure.  This structure 
highlights the sources of coupling in the system and is used 
to develop a partially decentralized BAS control approach 
which directly considers this coupling when making control 
decisions.  This control approach is demonstrated using a 
simulated 5-evaporator system.  The BAS control approach 
performed comparably to a centralized approach in terms of 
both regulating desired system outputs in the presence of 
disturbances and minimizing total system power.  In doing 
so, the BAS approach required 50% less computation time.  
While the BAS control strategy has proven to provide the 
benefits of both centralized and decentralized control 
frameworks, future work will focus on extending this 
framework to nested BAS systems [17] and the ability of 
BAS MPC to satisfy hard constraints on system states. 
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Figure 8.  Computation time as a function of the number of evaporators in 

the system for the centralized and BAS controllers. 
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